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Abstract

dynamic assignment of a subset of sensors for parameter
estimation to preserve network energy [12, 17]. Finally, the
sensor network deployment strategy is related to the actual
emplacement of the sensors in the deployment area, e.g., to
maximize coverage and visibility [10, 15] and can understandably affect as well as be affected by the sensor choices
and how one operates the sensors depending on the knowledge of the geometry and the conditions of the deployment
area (e.g., locations of occluders and weather).
We build upon our previous work in [7] to determine the
sensor choices for acoustic sensor network design. In [7],
the network is composed of different sensors where each
sensor is one of T possible sensor types (or modalities).
Each sensor type is characterized by a number of performance parameters. Then, under a limited budget $,
sensor network design determines a design vector n =
[n1 , n2 , . . . , nT ] , whose elements consists of the number
of sensors of type-t (t = 1, . . . , T ) to deploy given that each
sensor type has a cost c t . For generality, a random deployment strategy over the surveillance region A is used. In
[7], various objectives such as localization utility, lifetime,
and coverage were defined and convex optimization solutions were provided to determine the Pareto frontier for the
multiple objectives.
In this paper, different from [7], we consider how the
operational aspects of the sensor network affect the localization performance. We identify a duality of range and
bearing sensors where for any given range (bearing) sensor, there exists a dual bearing (range) sensor that results in
the same average localization performance under random
deployment. Subsequently, the localization performance
is analytically related to a functional whose argument is a
weighted sum of the total number of each sensor type when
only a constant number of sensors is activated per period to
minimize localization error for energy conservation. To our
knowledge, no such formula has been derived before. In
contrast, [7] uses all sensors within sensing range for localization and approximates the localization utility by fitting
models to network simulation results. Compared to [7],
we also account for additional sensor characteristics such
as limited field-of-view (FOV), sensor reliability, and mobility. We assess the performance equivalence of mobile
sensors and the stationary sensors when mobile sensors use

We develop a theory to predict the localization performance of randomly distributed sensor networks consisting
of various sensor modalities when only a constant active
subset of sensors that minimize localization error is used
for estimation. The characteristics of the modalities include
measurement type (bearing or range) and error, sensor reliability, FOV, sensing range, and mobility. We show that
the localization performance of a sensor network is a function of a weighted sum of the total number of each sensor
modality. We also show that optimization of this weighted
sum is independent of how the sensor management strategy
chooses the active sensors. We combine the utility objective with other objectives, such as lifetime, coverage and
reliability to determine the best mix of sensors for an optimal sensor network design. The Pareto efficient frontier of
the multi objectives are obtained with a dynamic program,
which also accommodates additional convex constraints.

1 Introduction
Beginning late 90’s, there has been an ever-growing interest in sensor networks research, where a large number
of sensors are networked wirelessly to tackle larger sensing
problems in a bandwidth constrained and distributed manner. New hardware technologies, communications, signal
processing, and optimization algorithms have been developed to increase the sensing capabilities and lifetime of sensor networks while simultaneously decreasing their cost. As
of now, a staggering amount of sensor choices and sensor
network management strategies is commercially available.
In this paper, we develop a localization utility for the sensor network design problem, which entails three entangled
aspects: sensor choices, operational choices, and deployment plans. Given how the sensor network is operated and
how it is deployed, the sensor choices involve the budget allocation in purchasing different sensors with varying costs
and capabilities. On the other hand, given the available sensors and a deployment plan, the operational aspect of the
design concerns how the sensor network is run and managed, e.g., by using distributed sensor-to-sensor communication and data fusion schemes [11, 18] and algorithms for
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random walk that preserves their distribution. We emphasize that this paper investigates the effects of sensor mobility on the average network localization performance as opposed to its effects on the sensor network coverage. Hence,
mobile sensors operating in a tracking mode is beyond the
scope of this paper. Finally, the new localization utility is
combined with the design tools developed in [7] to determine how to choose the sensor types for a given budget to
trace the Pareto efficient frontier of multiple objectives such
as sensor network utility, lifetime, coverage, etc.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the sensor network geometry and defines the common variables used in the paper. The sensor design tools are reviewed in Section 3, and the sensor characteristics and resulting localization performance are described in Section 4.
Section 5 derives the localization performance and corresponding utility for a heterogeneous network of stationary
and mobile nodes that exploits sensor management. Section 6 provides simulations to validate the theoretical performance characterization and to demonstrate the sensor
network design. Finally, concluding remarks are provided
in Section 7.

deployment, the density for each sensor type-t, denoted as
λt , is given by λt = nAt , where nt is the total number of
type-t sensors within a deployment area.
T The total number of sensors is denoted by N =
t=1 nt . Moreover,
each sensor’s orientation φ t is a uniform random variable
on [0, 2π).
It is known that the random deployment assumption can
be well approximated by a Poison point process (PPP), and
the joint distribution of the target distances for the first k 
N nodes is as follows [19]:
 k


2
(2πλri ) e−πλrk ,
(2)
p(r1 , . . . , rk ) =
i=1

for 0 ≤ r1 ≤ r2 ≤ . . . ≤ rk . The marginal distributions for
the distances follow scaled Chi distributions
p(ri ) =

2
2
(πλ)i ri2i−1 e−πλri u(ri ).
Γ(i)

(3)

In [13], we show that for nodes randomly distributed over
a circular region, the histogram of the ordered distances to
the region center follow (3) closely. The overall joint distribution of the coordinates for the k closest nodes can be
written as
 k 

2
k
ri e−πλrk ,
(4)
p(r1 , θ1 , . . . , rk , θk ) = λ

2 Deployment Geometry and Notational Preliminaries
For generality, random sensor deployment is assumed so
that sensor locations are distributed via a uniform distribution over a surveillance area A of size A. We ignore the
boundary effects by assuming that A is sufficiently large
and toroidal. The location of the ith node is given in Cartesian coordinates as ζ i = (ζx,i , ζy,i ) and the location of the
target is z = (x, y). For notational convenience, we rewrite
the node position in polar coordinates (r i , θi ) where the origin is the target location. Then, the new coordinates are
related to the Cartesian coordinates via
ζy,i − y
. (1)
ri2 = (ζx,i − x)2 + (ζy,i − y)2 , tan θi =
ζx,i − x
Let the ith element of an N × 1 vector t represent an
index corresponding to the type of the ith sensor so that
ti ∈ {1, . . . , T }. The purpose of the sensors is to estimate
the 2D target location z ∈  2 of the target within A. To
achieve localization, each sensor type can provide an incomplete inference of the target position (range or bearing,
but not both). Each sensor type is also characterized by a
number of parameters including measurement error, sensor
reliability, FOV, sensing range, and mobility as detailed in
Section 4. Let Θ and R represent the modality sets associated to sensors that collect bearing and range measurements
so that Θ ∪ R = {1, . . . , T }. Then, the ith node collects
a bearing/range estimate if t i ∈ Θ/R. To conserve energy,
only a set of q sensors are activated to share their measurements to localize the target.
For simplicity, the sensors are indexed in ascending distance to the origin (i.e., target) r 1 ≤ r2 ≤ . . . ≤ rN . After

i=1

since θi is i.i.d. and uniformly distributed.

3 The Design Problem
The objective of this design problem is to determine
the vector n for deployment, which simultaneously satisfies multiple objectives and constraints such as utility (U ),
d-connectivity (C), υ-coverage (V ), network reliability B,
and total resource $. As detailed is Section 4, each sensor
type has an effective sensing coverage radius R t and an associated purchase cost c t . The objectives and constraints are
further explained below, followed by a mathematical definition of the design problem.

3.1

Utility

The utility function is defined as the reciprocal of the
expected position MSE over all possible node locations:
U=

1
,
statζ trace{F −1
z }

(5)

where F is the Fisher information matrix derived in Section 4, and statζ {·} is a statistic over the ensemble of possible node positions ζ (in polar coordinates) that satisfies the
following scaling property,
stat{w} = wstat{},

(6)

where w is an arbitrary deterministic weight. Mean and median values are examples of such statistics. In the rest of the
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paper, we refer to such statistics as typical values. In Section 5, we show that when only a constant number of sensors that minimize the localization error are activated, maximization of U in (5) w.r.t. the design variables is equivalent
to the maximization of a weighted sum of the population of
each sensor type:
U=

T


ft nt ,

The explicit dependence of the sensor network lifetime
on rtran is beyond the scope of this paper. In [7], we explain
that for a given transmission range that allows high connectivity, the lifetime of the sensor network linearly increases
with the total number of sensors in the network as the total
energy of the network is linearly increased (assuming efficient communication protocols that can minimize losses).
Since the connectivity can be preserved with smaller transmission ranges as the number of sensors is increased, the
actual lifetime of the sensor network grows faster than the
growth obtained by increasing N while keeping r tran fixed.
Hence, when p C = 1 − (  1), we assume that the
network lifetime has approximately the following form:

(7)

t=1

where ft is a function of the sensor characteristics, such as
the measurement noise σ t , field of view αt , reliability βt ,
and sensor mobility μ t .

3.2

Connectivity and Lifetime

In graph theory terms, a network is d-connected (with
connectivity degree C = d) if, for any given pair of sensors,
there exists at least d mutually independent paths connecting them [5]. Each sensor usually has a fixed transmission
range rtran , which is significantly smaller than the dimensions of A. A communications link can be created between
two sensors only if their physical distance is less than their
transmission range. Hence, given transmission range r tran ,
the probability of creating links between sensors increase as
the number of sensors in the field increases.
Under the random deployment assumption, it is possible
to show that the probability that each sensor has at least dneighbors within the transmission range r tran (node degree
D = d) on a toroidal surface is given by the following [3]:

P (D ≥ d|n, ζ) ∝ e

N log

2
(πλrtran
)
1−d−1
k=0
k!

k

L ∝ Nδ,

(9)

where δ > 0 depends on the communication schemes and
the propagation loss factor, and the proportionality is independent of r tran . This form can also be motivated by the
idealized case where the sensor batteries are depleted only
by the r p -propagation loss (p ≥ 4): if p C is high, then L
can be shown to have the form in (9) (see [7]).

3.3

Coverage

The coverage (V ) problem in sensor networks aims to
quantify how well A is monitored. The coverage problem
has been extensively studied in the literature, see Sect. 2
in [15] for a survey. Given the random deployment assumption, one can determine the number of sensors so that any
given point in A is sensed by at least k-sensors with a given
probability (k-coverage). For the sensor network design, the
k-coverage probability is quite complicated as each sensor
can have a heterogeneous sensing range R t .
In [1], a Poisson approximation is given for the kcoverage probability for randomly deployed sensor networks with heterogeneous sensing ranges (κ t  πRt 2 /A):



2
exp(−πλrtran
)

.
(8)

It is shown in [20] that in a graph, as the number of vertices
increase, the node degree D converges to the connectivity
degree C with probability one. In this paper, we approximate the connectivity of the sensor network by (8). In general, the connectivity probability should be simulated for
the specific geometry of A (e.g., see [3] for simulations on
square A). It is important to note that the connectivity probability monotonically increases as a function of N . Hence,
to maximize the connectivity probability (p C ) at any given
degree, the total number of sensors N in the sensor network
must be maximized.
Impacts of Connectivity on Power: Network connectivity
can always be increased by increasing the sensor transmission range rtran . However, the choice of r tran also affects the
lifetime (L) of the sensor network. 1 A sensor consumes
power for (A) transmitting data, (B) receiving data, (C)
sensing, (D) aggregating/fusing information, (E) idling,
and (F ) coping with radio interference/communications
overhead/etc. [4, 8, 9, 24]. The sensor transmission range
rtran directly affects A and indirectly affects F .

P (V ≥ k|n, ζ) =

 υ l e−υ
l≥k

l!

, where υ =

T


κt nt .

(10)

t=1

Note that the coverage probability is a monotonically increasing function of υ. To increase k-coverage probability to a desired level p V , the average sensing area (υ × A
in (10)) must be maximized.

3.4

Reliability

In the context of sensors networks, reliability can imply
sensing reliability and communications reliability. Communications reliability, which, e.g., relates to data loss corresponding to the packet drops in the communications channel, is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we focus
on the sensing reliability where we assume that each sensor
type-t has a constant reliability probability β t , with which
the sensor provides an observation to the network. In Section 5, we model the effects of sensor reliabilities on the
localization performance of the whole network. However,

1 The lifetime can be defined in various ways such as the time to first
node failure due to battery depletion or the time to appearance of the first
connectivity brake-down.
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in the end, we also need to quantify how reliable the localization utility is based on the reliability of the sensors.
It is possible to show that under independence assumption of the sensor reliabilities, the average number of reliable sensors at any given
can be determined using the
time
T
β
Binomial distribution:
t=1 t nt . Hence, the fraction of
the reliable sensors to the total number of sensors is a good
metric to quantify the average sensing reliability of the sensor network, which is defined as
B=

T
1 
βt nt
N t=1

In other words, the bearings sensor measure a noisy version
of the true bearing. If t ∈ R, the observations of the range
sensors follow a multiplicative noise model:
oi = ri eσt (ri )N (0,1) .

The noise of the range measurement grows in concert with
the actual range. In fact, the multiplicative model given by
(13) states that the observations follow a log-normal distribution. Such a measurement model is appropriate for video
camera system and other sensor types. It is assumed that the
sensors are spaced sufficiently far from each other so that
their measurements are independent. Overall, the measurement modes lead to the following distribution of the measurements made by the active sensor set N q , which has q
sensors selected by a management strategy (see Sect. 5):

(11)

For robustness, a critical number of sensors must be able to
sense otherwise the network may not detect the target. A
threshold b can be formulated as a linear constraint (B ≥ b)
which is handled in our solution.

3.5

i:ti ∈Θ&i∈Nq


i:ti ∈R&i∈Nq



(oi − θi )2

exp − 2
2σt(i) (ri )
2
2πσt(i) (ri )
1







×

log(oi ) − log(ri )

exp −
2
2
2σt(i)
(ri )
oi 2πσt(i) (ri )
1

2



For both the bearing and range measurement models, we
consider the fact that the measurement error σ t2 can grow
2
ra , where σrf,t is the
with increasing range: σ t2 (r) = σrf,t
error associated to a reference distance of r = 1. One
would expect that the measurement error grows with distance due to an r p propagation loss in the signal to noise
ratio, which occurs in free space. In fact, the analysis of
DOA estimation of arrays indicates that a = 2 near the target [2, 7]. However, in the real world the signal is propagating though a non-uniform medium. For acoustical arrays,
the atmospheric effects of propagation to the Cramer-Rao
lower bound (CRLB) of bearing estimation has been studied
in [22]. It is shown that for a simple two element array, the
performance of bearing estimation is constant within a critical range to the target because the performance is limited by
the atmospheric turbulence (not measurement noise). Numerical calculations using tools developed in [23] reveals
the same observation for more complex arrays. Analysis of
calibration errors can also show that within a critical range,
the performance of any array (not necessarily an acoustic array) is constant within a critical range. Therefore, for some
cases, it is also reasonable to assume that within the sensing range of the sensor’s modality, the measurement error
may be constant a = 0. We develop the analysis for general
values of a, but place close attention to the a = 0 case.

4 Sensor Characteristics
Observation Characteristics

We consider two types of sensor models that observe the
bearing θ or the range r of targets. The range and bearing
of a target at position z = (x, y) is defined in (1). Each
sensor makes an observation o i (i = 1, . . . , N ). The sensor
either collects a bearing or range measurement depending
on its sensor type t. If t ∈ Θ then the observation follows
an additive white Gaussian noise model:
oi = θi + σt (ri )N (0, 1).



P (O|z) =

The Pareto Optimization Problem

For the sensor network design, we consider the following
optimization problem:
∗
] = arg max[n,rtran ] [U, L, V ],
Design Problem: [n∗ , rtran
∗
subject to pC ≥ pC , pV ≥ p∗V , B ≥ b, sensor
management constraints (Sect. 5), and n ∗ ∈ N =
{n|nm ≥ 0, ∀m; c n ≤ $}.
This is a multi-criteria problem over the simplex N with
three competing objectives: a utility objective that spends
resources on utility maximizing sensors, a lifetime objective that spends resources to maximize the number of sensors regardless of their utility, and a coverage objective that
tries to increase the number of sensors covering a certain
point regardless of their utility. The simplex is defined by
design vector n, the cost vector c, and the budget $, which
denote the cost of each sensor type and the total resource
available for creating the sensor network. Multi-criteria objective problems are typically addressed using Pareto optimality. In general, enumeration of all possible parameter
choices that satisfy the constraints is required to explore the
Pareto trade-off surface of U , L, and V [6]. However, in the
end, some preference must be made to choose an operating
point. In the appendix, we provide a integer programming
solution to determine the Pareto surface. In [7], we discuss
how continuous relaxations can be used to improve the efficiency of the solution and elaborate how to determine r tran .

4.1

(13)

4.2

Localization Performance

Once deployed, the sensors are able to use the knowledge of their location (ζ i for i = 1, . . . , N ) to estimate the
target’s location. However, the target is localized using the
range and bearing measurements from only the active set
of sensors Nq at any given time. Using the problem geometry and the sensor measurement models, the localization

(12)

4

. (14)

σt ≈ 3 − 5◦ when the range is less than 500 meters for the
tested acoustic arrays. We denote R t as the sensing range
of the type-t sensors. Such sensors can only make a measurement if r < Rt .

information can be quantified using the Fisher information
matrix F , which is defined as follows [16]:
Fz =

p(O|z)

∂ log p(O|z)
∂z

∂ log p(O|z)
∂z

T

dO, (15)

4.3.3 Reliability
The reliability of a sensor is given by the parameter 0 ≤
βt ≤ 1. This parameter represents the probability that a
sensor can make a measurement and communicate it to its
neighbors. This parameter models both the ability of the
sensor to make a measurement and the ability of the radio
on the sensor to transport the measurement to other sensors.
When βt = 1, the sensor is completely reliable.

where p(O|z) is given by (14). It has been demonstrated
that a network of bearing sensors implementing the maximum likelihood (ML) position estimator can achieve the
CRLB [14]. Hence, it is reasonable to approximate the MSE
estimate over all possible measurement realizations as
(Nq , r, θ) = trace{F −1
z }.

(16)

Given (14) and (15), it can be shown that


Fz =

i∈Θ∩Nq

F θ,i =
F σ,i =

F θ,i +


i∈R∩Nq

F r,i +



4.3.4 Cost
Each sensor type has a monetary cost. Given a fixed financial budget, one can clearly afford to procure and deploy
more cheaper sensors than more expensive sensors. The
unit cost of type-t sensors is labeled as c t .

F σ,i , where (17)

i∈Nq

1
1
π
,
a+2 M (θi ) , F r,i =
a+2 M θi −
2
2
2
σrf,ti ri
σrf,ti ri

a2
M (θi ) , M (θi ) =
2ri2

sin2 θi
− 12 sin 2θi

− 21 sin 2θi
cos2 θi

.

4.3.5 Mobility
The mobility parameter μ t ∈ {0, 1} is a binary value that
states whether or not the sensor can move. When μ t = 1
the sensor type is mobile, and when μ t = 0, the sensor type
is stationary. In this work, we consider mobile sensors that
operate in a random search mode. Both the stationary and
mobile sensors are initially distributed uniformly over the
surveillance region. As a result, the distribution of the sensors within the surveillance region are well modeled as a
PPP. The mobile sensors follow a random walk so that the
location of the sensors from one snapshot to the next continue to follow the PPP model. The average speed of the
sensors is large enough so that the configuration of mobile
sensors from one snapshot to the next can be viewed as statistically independent of each other.

The matrix F r,i (or F θ,i ) represents the information
available from the range (or bearing) measurement of the
ith sensor. The matrix F σ,i represents the extra information
gained when exploiting the fact that the measurement error
is a function of range. For a = 0, the measurement error is
independent of range, and the F σ,i term disappears. When
a = 0 the F σ,i matrix is dominated by the F r,i or F θ,i
matrix as ri approaches zero. In fact, it is reasonable to assume that the F σ,i matrix is insignificant when r i is within
the sensing radius as further discussed in Section 4.1.

4.3

Other Sensor Characteristics

4.3.1 Field-of-View
Most sensors do not exhibit an omnidirectional FOV, and
a sensor can only make a measurement of a target that is
within its FOV. In this paper, we only consider the azimuthal
FOV, which is the horizontal angular extent around the line
of sight for which the sensor can make measurements. We
use αt to represent the normalized FOV for type-t sensors,
i.e., the angular extent of the FOV in radians divided by 2π
radians. When αt = 1, the sensor type is omnidirectional,
e.g., microphones. Otherwise, α t < 1.

5 Effects of Sensor Management
The statistics of the network geometry and the FIM allow
for characterization of the typical values of the localization
performance of the sensor network. This section provides a
theory to explain the typical localization performance when
employing sensor management. First, it is demonstrated
that the network design strategy is agnostic to the measurement type (range or bearing). Then, the typical performance
is derived when the network incorporates a node selection
strategy that activates q nodes per snapshot in order to conserve energy. Finally, the typical performance is extended
to include mobile nodes that enhance the spatial diversity of
the network.

4.3.2 Sensing Range
Sensors can detect a target and make range or bearing measurements as long as the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is sufficiently high. Clearly, the SNR degrades as the range between the sensor and target increases. Many sensors exhibit
consistent performance until the SNR fall below a critical
value. When the SNR is above the critical value, the measurement error σ t is fairly constant. On the other hand,
when the target range is far enough so that the SNR falls
below the critical value, then σ t blows up and the detection probability goes to zero. Data in [14] indicates that

5.1

Duality of Range and Bearing Sensors

Range and bearing sensors provide different measurements that both can be used to localize a target. Once the
nodes are emplaced and the network is operating, the selection of active sensors does depend on the measurement
5

type. Each measurement type provides good localization in
one direction and infinitely poor localization in the other.
For instance, a bearing sensor provides good localization in
azimuth but no localization in range. The opposite is true
for range sensors. As a result, for two bearing sensors to
provide good localization of a target, they should be located
so that their line of sights to the target are nearly perpendicular. On the other hand, if the line of sights are nearly
parallel, there will be no localization in range. A similar
situation occurs for two range sensors. However, given one
range and one bearing sensors, the two sensors should be located so that their line of sights are parallel w.r.t the target.
Once the network is operating, the sensor manager must understand which type of measurement (range or bearing) the
node can collect.
For the uniformly random deployment of nodes, two sensors are equally likely to have nearly perpendicular line of
sights to the target (at an arbitrary point) as they are to
have nearly parallel line of sights. In fact, when considering which nodes to deploy, the measurement type does
not matter. For any random configuration, any bearing node
could be replaced by a range node in a different location
to form another equally likely configuration that provides
equivalent localization to a specific point. In other words,
when considering random node deployments, the range and
bearing sensors exhibit a duality.
Let us consider a modality t that consists of n t bearing
sensors with σt (r) = σrf,t ra/2 . Furthermore the FOV, reliability, sensing range, and mobility are α t , βt , ρt , and μt ,
respectively. A random configuration of the sensors can be
given by ζ i = (ri , θi ) for i = 1, . . . , nt . The FIM associated to each node is given by F θ,i in (17). Let us rotate the
configuration π/2 about the target location and exchange
the bearing sensors for range sensors with the same values
for σt (r) , αt , βt , ρt , and μt . Now, the geometry of the
sensors is given by ζ i = (ri , θi + π2 ). The FIM associated
to the range sensors is given by F r,i in (17) where θ i + π2 is
substituted for θi . After this substitution, the FIM contribution for each range sensor is equivalent to the corresponding
bearing sensor’s FIM contribution F r,i before the rotation.
As a result, the MSE given by (16) for the target localization
is the same for these two configurations. Because the polar
angles are uniformly distributed over [0, 2π), the original
configuration is as equally likely to be realized as the rotated
configuration. As a result, the MSE error distributions due
to random configurations of range or bearing sensors will
be equivalent. As a corollary, the typical values of a network design does not change if the bearing modalities are
exchanged for range modalities of equivalent density, measurement error, FOV, reliability and mobility. Likewise, the
same is true if the range modalities are exchanged for bearing modalities.
The duality between the bearing and range sensors is ex-

act when the measurement errors are constant over range,
i.e., a = 0. When a = 0, the duality is approximate because it ignores the F σ,i contribution. As stated earlier, this
matrix can be ignored when the node is within the sensing
range of the target.
Finally, the FIM does not account for measurement ambiguities. It only considers the spread of possible values
around the modes of the likelihood. In two dimensions, it
takes three range (or bearing) sensors to localize a target
without ambiguity. Therefore, for pure target localization
without incorporating measurements from prior snapshots,
the sensor manager must set q ≥ 3 for the duality to be
meaningful. In practice, a track filter provides a predicted
target location that removes the ambiguity and allows the
duality to exist for q < 3.

5.2

A Sensor Management Strategy based
on Selecting q -Sensors

A reasonable sensor management approach searches for
the best q sensors to actively collect and share measurements over one snapshot. The management strategy attempts to determine an active set N q of cardinality q (i.e.,
|Nq | = q) that minimizes the expected MSE given by (16)
over all possible sensors. When the sensor manager is operating, it does have knowledge of the sensor locations. However, it does not have knowledge of the exact target location
to place the origin of the coordinate system to determine the
values ζ i used in (16)–(17). In practice, the sensor management centers the coordinate system around an estimate of
the predicted target location from a track filter.
One sensor management approach simply selects the
closest sensors after the distances are normalized by the
measurement error σ. Let the normalized distance be
2

r̃i = σrfa+2
r,
,ti i

(18)

and let m(i) be the mapping m : {1, . . . , N s } →
{1, . . . , Ns } that rank orders the normalized distances, i.e.,
r̃m(1) ≤ r̃m(2) ≤ . . . ≤ r̃m(Ns ) .

(19)

The closest approach simply selects the q closest nodes
Nq (r, t) = {m(i) : i = 1, . . . , q}.

(20)

The active set is a function of the node ranges and modalities. The closest approach ignores the bearing information
and only focuses on reducing the trace of the FIM in (17).
As shown in [12], as q grows, the closest approach is effective in reducing the MSE.
The global node selection method accounts for the complete target-node geometry. It selects the active set to minimize the MSE, i.e.,
Nq (r, θ, t) = argmin (N ),
N :|N |=q

6

(21)

where the complete expression for the MSE is given by
(16)-(17). The GNS method is a function of the complete
node-target geometry as well as the modality of each node.
Implementation of (21) via exhaustive search can be very
cumbersome due to the combinatorial explosion as N becomes large. A suboptimal Greedy search is provided in
[12], and it is demonstrated in [12] that the search determines an active set whose MSE is close to the optimal.
It should also be noted that the active set selected by the
Greedy search is still a function of the complete target/node
geometry as well as the modality of each node.
The MSE as expressed in (16)-(17) is explicitly a function of the geometry and modality of the network configuration as well as the active set selected by the sensor management strategy. Any sensor management strategy can
be viewed as a function whose input is the geometry and
modality of the network configuration, i.e., N (r, θ, t). The
output is a set of active sensors. For the closest and GNS
approaches, this function is given by (20) and (21), respectively. As a result, the MSE is a function that only depends
on the geometry and modality of the network. Furthermore,
the distribution describing the closest k sensors is given by
(4). Given that q  k, it is expected that all sensors selected by the closest and GNS approaches are encompassed
by the k closest nodes. Then, one can theoretically determine the distribution of the MSE resulting over all network configurations. However, the development of a closed
form expression of the distribution is difficult (if not impossible). One could theoretically calculate the mean MSE
by calculating the indefinite integral of (16) multiplied by
(4). Again, this integral is not trivial, and for the closest
approach with q = 2 and a = 0, we have shown that it
is divergent [13]. Because of this divergence, we consider
looking at the broader class of typical values.
While closed form expressions of typical values for the
MSE might be elusive, one can compute typical statistics
using Monte Carlo realizations for one special case of each
sensor management approach with a given value of q and
known measurement decay a. The special case is a homogenous network where λ = 1, and the sensor characteristics
are σ = 1, α = 1, β = 1, and μ = 0. The main result of the
paper is that an expression for the localization performance
of a general heterogeneous sensor network is simply scaled
by a constant determined by a typical value derived from
Monte Carlo realizations of the special case. The remainder
of the section is devoted to deriving this expression. First,
we show how to derive the performance of a general homogeneous network from the special case. Then, results are
extended for the heterogeneous network.

such as the FOV and reliability are constant over the node
index i. While the node density is λ t , not every node
will be functional. Due to the random deployment of the
sensors, the orientation of the sensor is a random value
whose distribution is uniform over [0, 2π). Because the
normalized FOV is αt , each node has an α t probability of
having line of sight to an arbitrary point. Therefore, the
probability that a node can make a useful measurement is
αt . Furthermore, the node is reliable with a probability of
βt . Overall, the probability that the node is able to make a
useful measurement and communicate it to other sensors
in the network is αt βt . It is well known that when a 2-D
PPP of density λt provides useful nodes with a probability
of αt βt , the distribution of effective sensors is also a 2-D
PPP with a density of λeff,t = αt βt λt [21]. The joint
distribution of the location of the effective sensors is given
by (4) where λ eff,t replaces λt . The effective sensors can
be viewed as having omnidirectional FOV (α = 1) and
complete reliability (β = 1).
For the homogeneous network, the normalized distance
is simply a scaled version of the actual distance where the
2/(a+2)
(see (18)). The joint distribution of
scale factor is σrf,t
the geometry with respect to the normalized distances can
be obtained from (4) via a change of variable so that


p(r̃1 , θ1 , . . . , r̃k , θk ) = λ̃

k

k




r̃i

2

e−πλ̃r̃k ,

(22)

i=1

where
λ̃ =

λeff
4/(a+2)

=

σt

αt βt
λ.
4/(a+2) t

(23)

σt

In other words, the distribution of normalized node locations (r̃i , θi ) can be viewed as being drawn from a 2-D
PPP with rate λ̃. Furthermore, the normalized configuration
does not depend on the measurement accuracy σ rf,t so that
the MSE expression given by (16) is independent of sensor
type when considering the normalized density λ̃.

By performing a change of variables with r̄ i = λ̃r̃i ,
the joint distribution of (r̄ i , θi ) exhibits a unit density,


f (r̄1 , θ1 , . . . , r̄k , θk ) =

k




r̄i

2

e−πr̄k ,

(24)

i=1

and the location of sensors given by (r̄ i , θi ) are drawn from
a 2-D PPP of unit density. In other words, the sensor locations represent the special case of unit density, measurement
error, FOV, and reliability. The overall MSE is a scaled version of the MSE for the reference 2-D PPP, i.e.,
(Nq , r, θ) =

1
λ̃(a+2)/2

¯(Nq , r̄, θ)

(25)

where ¯(Nq ) is the MSE for the special case of unit error
(σrf,i = 1) i.e.,

Characterization of Homogeneous Networks The
derivation starts with a homogeneous network consisting only of sensors of type-t so that λ = λ t and
σti (ri ) = σt (ri ). Furthermore, the other sensor parameters


−1 
 

1

¯(Nq , r̄, θ) = trace 
M
(θ
)
.
i


r̄ia+2
i∈N
q

7

(26)

The distribution of ¯(N q , r̄, θ) can be used to determine reference typical values for which the typical MSE values of
other homogeneous networks can be calculated by exploiting (25) and the scaling property (6).

network is now relatively straightforward when considering
the normalized positions of the sensors (r̃ i , θi ) in the sensor network. The set of sensors representing sensor type-t
4/α
represent a PPP of effective rate λ̃t = λeff,t /σt . The
aggregation of all sensor types actually means that the normalized positions are drawn from a PPP with a rate that is
the sum of the aggregates, [21]

Normalized MSE Statistic

1.5
Mean GNS
Mean Closest
Median GNS
Median Closest
1

λ̃ =

T


λ̃t .

(28)

t=1

0.5

Then because of (24) and (25), the typical MSE of the heterogeneous network is
0
0

5

10
15
Number of Active Nodes

20

ε̄stat
s,q

stat{} = 

T

Figure 1. The MSE localization performance

ε̄stat
s,q
αt βt

(a+2)/2 .

(a+2)/2 .

(29)

4/(2+a) λt

t=1 σ
rf,t

The reference network helps avoid the calculation of a
closed from expression for the distribution of the MSE of
the arbitrary homogeneous network, which is difficult (if
not impossible) to obtain. For the special case of the closest sensor selection method with q = 2, a closed form
expression for the MSE distribution appears in [13]. For
other cases, where the distribution is elusive, one can calculate typical values associated to the distribution from Monte
Carlo realizations of random sensor network configurations.
The typical values are functions of the sensor management
strategy including the value of q. Therefore, each sensor
management strategy requires another Monte Carlo simulation. Let ε̄stat
s,q represent the reference MSE for typical value
stat ∈ {mean, median} and sensor management method s
(s=“c” or s=“g”for the closest and GNS approaches, respectively), when q sensors are active per snapshot. Given the
sensor management method, the typical MSE for the general homogeneous sensor network is
stat{} = 

αt βt

Equation (29) is one of the main results of this paper.
By (5) and the fact that λ t = nt /A, the utility (5) of the
network design is
U=



T


1
A(a+2)/2 ε̄stat
s,n

t=1

(a+2)/2

αt βt
4/(2+a)

σrf,t

nt

.

(30)

No matter the value of a, the sensor management strategy, or the chosen typical value, the maximization of the
utility in (30) is equivalent to the maximization of
U=

N


ft nt , where

(31)

αt βt
.
4/(2+a)
σrf,t

(32)

t=1

ft =

Most importantly, the calculation of the localization utility
given by (31)-(32) does not depend on the chosen typical
value or how the implemented sensor management strategy
chooses the q-active sensors.

(27)

4/(2+a) λt

5.3

σrf,t

Mobility

The utility given by (31)-(32) only considers stationary
sensors, i.e., μt = 0. When collecting measurements over
multiple snapshots, mobile sensors can provide better spatial diversity to improve localization performance. As discussed earlier, this paper considers mobile sensors that follow a random walk. The velocity of these sensors is such
that at each snapshot, they form a configuration that is statistically independent of the previous configuration. To simplify the analysis, the target is assumed to be moving slow
enough that it can be considered stationary over N o snapshots. This means that over the N o snapshots, the covariance update of the track filter is simply the inverse of the
sum of the FIMs over the N o snapshots.
Let us first consider a network of stationary sensors.
Each snapshot selects the same active set for a stationary

stat

Figure 1 plots the values of ε̄ s,q as a function of q for various sensor management strategies and typical values when
a = 0. These scale constants were obtained by generating 10000 random configurations of 1000 sensors uniformly
distributed over a circular region of radius R ≈ 17.84m so
that the density is λ = 1. Because of (25), the trends seen in
the figure extend to any heterogeneous sensor network. The
figure shows that the mean MSE always exceed the corresponding median MSE. Furthermore, GNS leads to a lower
MSE than the closest strategy for the same k. However, the
gap between the GNS and closest approaches decreases as q
becomes large, and the implementation of the GNS is only
necessary for small q.
Characterization of Heterogeneous Networks The
transition from a homogeneous network to a heterogeneous
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target. The aggregate FIM is simply F z scaled by No , and
the contribution of each node to the FIM is F θ,i in (17)
scaled by No . Recall that due to the duality of range and
bearing sensors, F θ,i and F r,i are equivalent after averaging over the ensemble of configuration realizations. The
value of No can be absorbed by the measurement error so
that aggregating of N o snapshots is equivalent
√ to the ith
node measurement error reducing to σ rf,ti / No . Overall,
the weighting factor in the utility objective of (31) is now
ft

=

No2/(2+a) ft ,

stat{} =

T

 t=1



U=

A(a+2)/2 ε̄stat
s,q



T




No

t=1



ε̄stat
s,q
ε̄stat
s,qNo



= No

ε̄stat
s,q
ε̄stat
s,qNo



 2+a
2 μt
 αt βt

4/(2+a)

σt

 a+2
2

.



λt 


6 Simulations
Localization Performance We provide Monte Carlo simulations to establish the correctness of the localization formulaes. In all simulations, the sensors have omnidirectional
FOVs, i.e., αti = 1, and complete reliability β ti = 1 and
we have a = 0. The results are either presented as root
mean squared (RMS) position error, i.e., the square root of
(36), or as the utility, i.e., the reciprocal of (36). For the
Monte Carlo simulations, 1000 random realizations are created per each free parameter, and the RMS position error
and the utility are calculated as the square root and reciprocal, respectively, of the typical MSE value over the 1000 realizations using various sensor management strategies with
q = 4. Each realization of the sensor network configuration
distributes the nodes via random uniform distribution over
a circle of radius 100 meters, and the target location is the
center of the circle.
We first demonstrate the ability to predict the localization
accuracy for a heterogeneous network of stationary nodes,
i.e., μti = 0. The network consists of two types of bearing
nodes: Type 1 provides a bearing error of σ 1 = 5◦ at a
cost of c1 = 1 unit, and Type 2 provides a bearing error of
σ2 = 1◦ at a cost of c2 = 5 units. The budget is 1000 units.
Figure 2 plots the RMS position error for various network designs when using the two sensor management approaches discussed in Section 5. Clearly, the Monte Carlo
simulations results matches the theoretical performance
rather well. The curves indicate a monotonic trend between
the homogeneous cases, which is due to the linearity of the
utility. Despite the higher cost of the type-2 sensors, one

. (34)

2
a+2

ft .

ε̄stat
s,q
ε̄stat
s,qNo

ε̄stat

Overall, the weighting factor in the utility objective N o
snapshots is
ft



than linear due to the ratio ε̄stats,q . Therefore, the advans,qNo
tage of mobile sensors over stationary ones becomes more
pronounced as the value N o becomes larger. Note that the
limiting factor for N o is the number of snapshots that it is
reasonable to assume the target is stationary. The faster the
target, the smaller the achievable N o . When a > 0, the
utility of the stationary nodes increases sublinearly with respect to No , and the utility of the mobile nodes still grows
faster than linear. Overall, for a given q, the localization
advantage of the mobile sensor over the stationary sensor
become larger for larger values of a. Nevertheless, mobile sensors provide better localization than stationary ones
when No > 1 for the a = 0 case.

 a+2
2

ft nt 

No

(36)

(33)

2
a+2

1−μt
1+a/2
No

When the measurement errors are not range dependent, i.e,
a = 0, the utility of the stationary sensors grows linearly
with No , and the utility of the mobile sensors grows faster

where ft is given by (32).
When the sensors are mobile, the aggregate FIM is still
the sum of No FIMs. However, each FIM associated to a
snapshot is due to an independent random configuration.
Each snapshot selects q sensors. Over the N o snapshots,
qNo sensors are selected to be active. The aggregate of the
No random configurations can be view as being drawn from
a 2D PPP whose density is No times the effective density of
the network. The localization utility of the network can be
computed by interpreting that the sensor management applied over each snapshot to select q sensors is equivalent to
sensor management applied over the aggregation of the N o
configurations to select qN o sensors. As a result, the utility
in (30) can be expressed as
1



ε̄stat
s,q

(35)

Actually, the localization utility formed by this interpretation is an upper bound because the “best” sensors selected
over the aggregate configuration may not distribute uniformly over the N o random configurations. In other words,
the qNo sensors formed by applying sensor management
over each configuration separately can lead to a different set
of sensors than applying the sensor management over the
aggregate configuration. While the interpretation actually
provides an upper bound on the utility, simulations indicate
that the bound is tight (see Section 6).
When the network consists of a mixture of mobile and
stationary sensors, it is not clear how to interpret the selection of the sensors over the aggregate. Without any theoretical justification, we simply use f t in (33) or (35) when
the sensor node is stationary (μ t = 0) or mobile (μ t = 1),
respectively. This approximation leads to the proper results
when all sensors are stationary or mobile, and it provides an
interpolation when the network is mixed.
The general expression for the typical value using sensors that integrate over N o snapshots is now
9
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Figure 3. Utility vs. No

The next simulation investigates the processing gains
when No > 1 for both stationary and mobile sensors. In
these simulations, both sensor types achieve a measurement
error of σt = 5◦ . Figures 3(a)-(b) plot the utility versus N o
for the closest and GNS sensor management approaches,
respectively, and Figure 3(c) compares the sensor management approaches. In these plots, the typical value is the
mean. The curves clearly demonstrate that the mobile nodes
become more advantageous as N o grows. The predicted
performance is well matched to the simulated results for the
“closest” node selection approach. The predicted utility for
mobile nodes implementing GNS are larger than the simulated results. As stated earlier, the predicted utility for mobile sensors is an upper bound of the performance. Furthermore, for large N o , the GNS performs worse than the closest approach for the mobile nodes as seen in Figure 3(c).
Certainly, over one configuration, the GNS demonstrates
better utility than the closest approach. However, GNS is
myopic, and it can forgo potentially good nodes for a given
snapshot due to a poor geometry without considering the
aggregate node geometry over the integration time. On the
other hand, the closest approach is able to reduce the trace
of the FIM in (17) as it relies on spatial diversity of the moving nodes to ensure that the FIM determinant is large so that
(16) can be small.
The third simulation assesses the performance of a mixed
network of mobile and stationary sensors. The mobile
nodes cost 5 units, the stationary nodes cost 1 unit, and the
total budget is 1000 units. Beyond mobility, the two sensor types are identical. Both sensor types produce bearing
estimates with σ = 5◦ . Figure 4 plots the RMS position
error against possible network designs. For the closest approach, the predicted performance matches the simulations
very well at the end points, i.e., homogeneous networks.
For the median value, the match is still good for mixed networks. The mean value is slightly better than predicted by
the interpolation used for mixed networks. For the GNS
management approach, the predicted mean and median values are well matched to the simulations except as the net-

RMS Position Error

Multi-Objective Pareto Frontier Using a synthetic example, we demonstrate the dynamic programming solutions of the design problem. We consider a toy example
including T = 6 sensor types. The nodes are stationary
and their sensor characteristics lead to an effective density (see (32)) of f t = t2 . Furthermore, c t = 1 + t,
δ = 1.2, a = 2, $ = 500, R = [ 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3], and
β = [ 0.95, 0.9, 0.8, 0.85, 0.7, 0.8]. For ease of visualization, we simultaneously maximize only U , L, and V .
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work consists of exclusively mobile sensors. As in the previous simulation, the myopic strategy degrades the performance of GNS for mobile nodes more so than the closest
approach, and the actual localization performance is slightly
worse than predicted.
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Figure 4. Localization performance of a
mixed network
Figure 5(a) shows the 3D Pareto frontier surface. In
the solution, U is maximized at n = 72 where n =
[ 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 71] V is maximized at n = 84 where
n = [ 1, 0, 0, 0, 83, 0]. Figures 5(b) illustrates the constant
average reliability B support contours of the 3D Pareto surface as a fourth dimension, which can be calculated using
the dynamic programming solution. Figure 5(c) demonstrates the distribution of the resources (top) at a constant
coverage V while trading lifetime L for utility U starting
from maximum utility, (middle) at a constant lifetime while
trading coverage V for utility U starting from the maximum
coverage, and (bottom) at the boundary of the Q(n, l, υ) solutions (see the Appendix) where the lifetime L is traded for
coverage V . In [7], we show other examples where the dynamic programming solutions are compared with efficient
solution algorithms based on continuous relaxations. Moreover, conditions are given to reduce the feasibility set of the
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This paper lays down a theoretical justification of the localization utility under a number of assumptions. Future
work will investigate whether many of these assumptions
can be relaxed. For instance, is the sensor network design
agnostic of any sensor management strategy that may select a variable number of active nodes per snapshot? Furthermore, many of the objectives are tightly coupled than
modeled in this paper. For instance, the operation of the
mobile node changes actually changes the lifetime objective because it needs to account for the energy to be mobile
and the fact that mobile nodes could replenish their energy
reserves easier than stationary nodes.

Cost and Effects of Mobility To have a basic understanding of how mobility improves the Pareto frontier of a sensor
network, let us consider a three sensor type pool with the
GNS strategy with q = 4 where the sensors characteristics
lead to ft = m2 . Furthermore, c = [ 3, 4, 7 ], No = 2,
δ = 1.2, and a = 0. Let us assume that we can buy a platform that can mobilize the sensors at a fixed cost of c mobility .
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the lifetime of the
mobile sensors is also communication limited.
For this simulation, the relevant typical numbers in (36)
and εmedian
, which have an approximate ratio of
are εmedian
g,4
g,8
1.5. Hence, we can extend the sensor network to T = 6
types with f4,5,6 = q × No × f1,2,3 = 3 × f1,2,3 with
the respective costs of c 4,5,6 = cmobility + c1,2,3 . Figure 6
shows the Pareto frontier of U and L for stationary sensors alone (dotted line), mobile sensors alone (dashed line),
and their combination when c mobility = 10. As seen in the
figure, by spending money on mobility, it is possible to simultaneously improve both U and L. In this case, it can
be shown that the mobile sensors become infeasible when
cmobility > 20 using the dominating sensor pairs concept introduced in [7].
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Table 1. Dynamic Programming Solution
Assume that fm ’s and rm ’s are integers in appropriately chosen
scale, and let f ∗ and r ∗ be the largest of these integers,
respectively. Also, let N ∗ be the largest m nm allowed by the
cost constraint c n ≤ $. Given integers n, 1 ≤ n ≤ N ∗ , l,
1 ≤ l ≤ L = f ∗ N ∗ , and υ, 1 ≤ υ ≤ Υ = r∗ N ∗ consider the
problem



Q(n, l, υ) = min
n


m

cm n m :


m

nm = n,


m

fm nm = l,


m



rm n m = υ

.
(37)

We build optimal solutions to all feasible problems Q(n, l, υ) with
1 ≤ n ≤ N ∗ , 1 ≤ l ≤ L, and 1 ≤ υ ≤ Υ as follows:
1. Initialization: Start with solving problems Q(1, l, υ)’s for l =
1, . . . , L and υ = 1, . . . , υ. Each problem can be solved by
inspecting all T candidate solutions of one of ni ’s is 1,
remaining ni ’s are zeros. In fact, to solve all these problems, it
suffices to look at M candidate solutions only once. Indeed, in
the beginning, let us assign all problems Q(1, l, υ) with empty
feasible solution and guess +∞ for the optimal value. Now,
when looking one by one at solutions
(n1 = 1, n2 = . . . = nT = 0), (n1 = 0, n2 = 1,
n3 = . . . = nT = 0), . . ., (n1 = . . . = nT −1 = 0, nT = 1), we
determine the problems from the family Q(1, l, υ) for each l and
υ, for which the current solution is feasible. If the value of the
objective at this solution is better than the one that the problem
was equipped with, we replace the previous feasible solution of
the problem, if any, with the current one and update the guess
for problem’s optimal value accordingly. As a result, we solve
problems Q(1, l, υ) with O(M LΥ).
2. Recursion: Assume that we already have solved all problems
Q(n, l, υ) with n ≤ k at l and υ, and have assigned these
problems with optimal values and optimal solutions. To solve
problems Q(k + 1, l, υ), we look at, one after another, T
candidate correction directions: (d1 = 1, d2 = . . . = dT = 0),
(d1 = 0, d2 = 1, d3 = . . . = dT = 0), . . ., (d1 = . . . = dT −1
= 0, dT = 1) and note the following: a feasible solution
n̄ = [ n1 n2 . . . nT ] to Q(k + 1, l, υ) is obtained by the
correction in question. Order the correction’s number in m so
that the correction is increasing in nm by 1 from a collection
n̄ =
[ n1 n2 . . . nm−1 nm − 1 nm+1 . . . nT ]. In
order for n̄ to be feasible for Q(k + 1, l, υ), n̄ should be
feasible for Q(k, l − fm , υ − rm ), and the cost of n̄ is the cost of
n̄ plus cm . Then, we first assign all these problems with empty
solutions and guesses +∞ for the optimal value. We look at,
one by one, the corrections dm , and for every correction, look at
the feasible problems Q(k, l, υ), l = 1, . . . , L. When looking at
dm and Q(k, l, υ), we increase the mth component of the
optimal solution of Q(k, l, υ) by 1, whereby getting a feasible
solution to the problem Q(k + 1, l + fm , υ + rm ). If the cost of
this solution n̄ is less than the current guess for the optimal
value of the latter problem, we replace the current feasible
solution assigned to Q(k + 1, l + fm , υ + rm ) with n̄ and
update the guess for the optimal value accordingly. As a result,
we obtain optimal solutions to all feasible problems
Q(k + 1, l, υ), l = 1, . . . , L and υ = 1, . . . , Υ with O(M LΥ).

A Dynamic Programming Solution
Table 1 summarizes our dynamic programming algorithm that can solve the Design Problem. This solution
provides a framework for decomposing the problem into a
nested family of subproblems, denoted as Q(n, l, υ), where
n allows us to enumerate the feasible total number of design
vectors whereby determining the lifetime L, l explores their
corresponding utility space whereby establishing U , and υ
calculates the corresponding coverage space. The nested
structure Q is implemented using a recursive approach for
solving the original problem from the solutions of the subproblems. Hence, in Table 1, we determine a sequential
decision process that provides necessary conditions for optimality that the remaining decisions in the recursion must
satisfy. As a result, the running time of the algorithm is
pseudo-polynomial.

3. Wrap-up: Repeating the above process, we solve all Q(n, l, υ)
for n ≤ N ∗ with O(N ∗ M LΥ) = O(N ∗ 3 M f ∗ r ∗ ). The optimal
solution to the NDS problem can be found by searching through
the Q(n, l, υ)-problems with the optimal value less than or equal
to $ and selecting among their optimal solutions the one with
the largest objective value satisfying the coverage constraint.
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